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  BUSINESS LAW & BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORTING 
 

Question No. 1 is Compulsory. Answer any four question from the remaining five questions. 
Wherever necessary, suitable assumptions should be made and disclosed by way of note 

forming part of the answer.  
Working Notes should from part of the answer.  

 

 

Answer 1: 

(a) Invitation to offer: 
The offer should be distinguished from an invitation to offer. An offer is the final 
expression of willingness by the offeror to be bound by his offer should the party 
chooses to accept it. Where a party, without expressing his final willingness, 
proposes certain terms on which he is willing to negotiate, he does not make an 
offer, but invites only the other party to make an offer on those terms. This is the 
basic distinction between offer and invitation to offer. 
The display of articles with a price in it in a self-service shop is merely an invitation 
to offer. It is in no sense an offer for sale, the acceptance of which constitutes a 
contract. In this case, Smt. Prakash by selecting some articles and approaching the 
cashier for payment simply made an offer to buy the articles selected by her. If the 
cashier does not accept the price, the interested buyer cannot compel him to sell. 
[Fisher V. Bell (1961) Q.B. 394 Pharmaceutical society of Great Britain V. Boots 
Cash Chemists]. 

 

Answer: 
(b) The House of Lords in Salomon Vs Salomon & Co. Ltd. laid down that a company 

is a person distinct and separate from its members, and therefore, has an 

independent separate legal existence from its members who have constituted the 
company. But under certain circumstances the separate entity of the company may 
be ignored by the courts. When that happens, the courts ignore the corporate entity 

of the company and look behind the corporate façade and hold the persons in control 
of the management of its affairs liable for the acts of the company. Where a 
company is incorporated and formed by certain persons only for the purpose of 

evading taxes, the courts have discretion to disregard the corporate entity and tax 
the income in the hands of the appropriate assessee. 
1. The problem asked in the question is based upon the aforesaid facts. The 

three companies were formed by the assessee purely and simply as a means 
of avoiding tax and the companies were nothing more than the façade of the 
assessee himself. Therefore, the whole idea of Mr. F was simply to split his 

income into three parts with a view to evade tax. No other business was done 

by the company. 

2. The legal personality of the three private companies may be disregarded 
because the companies were formed only to avoid tax liability. It carried on 
no other business, but was created simply as a legal entity to ostensibly 

receive the dividend and interest and to hand them over to the assessee as 
pretended loans. The same was upheld in Re Sir Dinshaw Maneckji Petit  
and Juggilal vs. Commissioner of Income Tax. 

 
Answer: 

(c) The problem in this case is based on the provisions of the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 
contained in the proviso to Section 27. The proviso provides that a mercantile 
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agent is one who in the customary course of his business, has, as such agent, 
authority either to sell goods, or to consign goods, for the purpose of sale, or to buy 
goods, or to raise money on the security of goods [Section 2(9)]. The buyer of 
goods from a mercantile agent, who has no authority from the principal to sell, gets 
a good title to the goods if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) The agent should be in possession of the goods or documents of title to the 

goods with the consent of the owner. 
(2) The agent should sell the goods while acting in the ordinary course of 

business of a mercantile agent. 
(3) The buyer should act in good faith. 
(4) The buyer should not have at the time of the contract of sale notice that the 

agent has no authority to sell. 
In the instant case, P, the agent, was in the possession of the car with J‟s consent 
for the purpose of sale.  A, the buyer, therefore obtained a good title to the car. 
Hence, J in this case, cannot recover the car from A. 

 

Answer 2: 

(a) Position of Mr. D: Mr. D sold some goods to  Mr. E  for  Rs. 5,00,000 on  15  days 
credit.  Mr. D delivered the goods. On due date Mr. E refused to pay for it. So, Mr. 
D is an unpaid seller as according to section 45(1) of the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 
the seller of goods is deemed to be an „Unpaid Seller‟ when the whole of the price 
has not been  paid  or tendered and the seller had an immediate right of action for 
the price. 
Rights of Mr. D: As the goods have parted away from Mr. D, therefore, Mr. D 
cannot exercise the right against the goods, he can only exercise his rights against 
the buyer i.e. Mr. E which are as under: 
(i) Suit for price (Section 55) 

In the mentioned contract of sale, the price is payable after 15 days  and Mr. 
E  refuses to pay such price, Mr. D may sue Mr. E for the price. 

(ii) Suit for damages for non-acceptance (Section 56): Mr. D may sue Mr. 
E for damages for non-acceptance if Mr. E wrongfully neglects or refuses to 
accept and  pay for the goods. As regards measure of damages, Section 73 
of the  Indian  Contract Act, 1872 applies. 

(iii) Suit for interest [Section 61]: If there is no specific agreement between 
the Mr. D and Mr. E as to interest on the price of the goods from the date on 
which payment becomes due, Mr. D may charge interest on the price when 
it becomes  due from  such day as he may notify to Mr. E. 

 

Answer: 

(b) True test of partnership :  

Mode of determining existence of partnership (Section 6): In determining 
whether a group of persons is or is not a firm, or whether a person is or not a 
partner in a firm, regard shall be had to the real relation between the parties, as 
shown by all relevant facts taken together. 
For determining the existence of partnership, it must be proved. 
1. There was an agreement between all the persons concerned 
2. The agreement was to share the profits of a business and 
3. the business was carried on by all or any of them acting for all. 
1. Agreement: Partnership is created by agreement and by status (Section 5). 

The relation of partnership arises from contract and not from status; and in 
particular, the members of a Hindu Undivided family carrying on a family 
business as such, or a Burmese Buddhist husband and wife carrying on 
business as such are not partners in such business. 
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2. Sharing of Profit: The sharing of profits or of gross returns arising from 
property by persons holding a joint or common interest in that property does 
not of itself make such persons partners. 
The receipt by a person of a share of the profits of a business, or of a 
payment contingent upon the earning of profits or varying with the profits 
earned by a business, does not of itself make him a partner with the persons 
carrying on the business; and in particular, the receipt of such share or 
payment- 
(i) by a lender of money to persons engaged or about to engage in any 

business, 
(ii) by a servant or agent as remuneration, 
(iii) by a widow or child of a deceased partner, as annuity, or 
(iv) by a previous owner or part owner of the business, as consideration 

for the sale of the goodwill or share thereof, does not of itself make 
the receiver a partner with the persons carrying on the business. 

As discussed earlier, sharing of profit is an essential element to constitute a 
partnership. But, it is only a prima facie evidence and not conclusive 
evidence. 

3. Agency: Existence of Mutual Agency which is the cardinal principle of 
partnership law, is very much helpful in reaching a conclusion in this regard. 
Each partner carrying on the business is the principal as well as an agent of 
other partners. So, the act of one partner done on behalf of firm, binds all the 
partners. If the elements of mutual agency relationship exist between the 
parties constituting a group formed with a view to earn profits by running a 
business, a partnership may be deemed to exist. 

 
Answer 3:  

(a) 1. According to  section 44  of the  Sales of Goods Act,  1932, when the  seller is 
ready and willing to deliver the goods and requests the buyer to take 
delivery,  and the buyer does not within a reasonable time after such request 
take delivery of the goods, he is liable to the  seller  for  any loss  occasioned 
by his neglect or  refusal to take delivery and also for a reasonable charge for 
the care and custody of the goods. 

 The property in the goods or beneficial right in the goods passes to the buyer 
at appoint of time depending upon ascertainment, appropriation and delivery 
of goods. Risk of loss of goods prima facie follows the passing of property in 
goods. Goods remain at the seller's risk unless the property there in is 
transferred to the buyer, but after transfer of property therein to the buyer 
the  goods  are  at  the buyer's risk whether delivery has been made or not. 

 In the given case, since Mr. G has already intimated Mr. H, that he wanted to 
store  some other goods and thus Mr. H should take the delivery of goods 
kept in the godown of Mr. G, the loss of goods damaged should be borne by 
Mr. H. 

2. If the price of the goods would not have settled in cash and some amount 
would have been pending then Mr. G will be treated as an unpaid seller and 
he can enforce the following rights against the goods as well as against the 
buyer personally: 

  (a) Where under a contract of sale the property in the goods has passed 
to the buyer and the buyer wrongfully neglects or refuses to pay for 
the goods according to the terms of the contract, the seller may sue 
him for the price of the goods. [Section 55(1) of the Sales of Goods 
Act, 1930] 
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  (b) Where under a contract of sale the price is payable on a day certain 
irrespective of delivery and the buyer wrongfully neglects or refuses to 
pay such price, the seller may sue him for the price although the 
property in the goods has not passed and the goods have not been 
appropriated to the contract [Section 55(2) of the Sales of Goods Act, 
1930]. 

 
Answer: 

(b) Conclusive evidence of partnership: Existence of Mutual Agency which is the 
cardinal principle of partnership law is very much helpful in reaching a conclusion 
with respect to determination of existence of partnership. Each partner carrying on 
the business is the principal as well as an agent of other partners. So,  the act of one 
partner done on behalf   of firm, binds all the partners. If the element of mutual 
agency relationship exists between the parties constituting a group formed with a 
view to earn profits by running a business, a partnership may be deemed to exist. 
Circumstances when partnership is not considered between two or more 

parties: Various judicial pronouncements have laid to the following factors leading 
to no partnership between the parties: 
(i) Parties have not retained any record of terms and conditions of partnership. 
(ii) Partnership business has maintained no accounts of its own, which would be 

open    to inspection by both parties 
(iii) No account of the partnership was opened with any bank 
(iv) No written intimation was conveyed to the Deputy Director of Procurement 

with respect to the newly created partnership. 
 
Answer: 
(c) The contract is absolutely void as there is a mutual mistake of both the parties as to 

the substance or quality of the subject-matter going to be the very root of the 
contract. In case of bilateral mistake of essential fact, the agreement is void ab 
initio, as per section 20 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872. 

 

Answer 4:  

(a) Advantages of LLP Form - LLP from is a form of business model which :  
 

                        It is organized and operates on the basis of an agreement. 
 

 

It provides flexibility without imposing detailed legal and procedural 

requirements. 
 

 

Easy to form 

 
 

All partners enjoy limited liability 

 
 

Flexible capital structure 

 
 

Easy to dissolve 
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Answer: 

(b) Section 8 of the Companies Act, 2013 deals with the formation of companies which 
are formed to promote the charitable objects of commerce, art, science, education, 
sports etc. Such company intends to apply its profit in promoting its objects. Section 
8 companies are registered by the Registrar only when a license is issued by the 
Central Government to them. Since, Alfa School  was a Section 8 company and it 
had started violating the objects of its objective clause, hence in such a situation the 
following powers can be exercised by the Central Government: 
(i) The Central Government may by order revoke the licence of the company 

where the company contravenes any of the requirements or the conditions of 
this sections subject to which a licence is issued or where the affairs of the 
company are conducted fraudulently, or violative of the objects of the 
company or prejudicial to public interest, and on revocation the Registrar 
shall put „Limited‟ or „Private Limited‟ against the company‟s name in the 
register. But before such revocation, the Central Government must give it a 
written notice of its intention to revoke the licence and opportunity to be 
heard in the matter. 

(ii) Where a licence is revoked, the Central Government may, by order, if it is 
satisfied that it is essential in the public interest, direct that the company be 
wound up under this Act or amalgamated with another company registered 
under this section. 
However, no such order shall be made unless the company is given a 
reasonable opportunity of being heard. 

(iii) Where a licence is revoked and where the Central Government is satisfied 
that it is essential  in the public interest that the company registered under 
this section should be amalgamated with another company registered under 
this section and having similar objects, then, notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained in this Act, the Central Government may, by order, 
provide for such amalgamation to form a single company with such 
constitution, properties, powers, rights, interest, authorities and privileges 
and with such liabilities, duties and obligations as may be specified in the 
order. 

 
Answer 5: 

(a) Doctrine of Indoor Management: The Doctrine of Indoor Management is the 
exception to the doctrine of constructive notice. The doctrine of constructive notice 
does not mean that outsiders are deemed to have notice of the internal affairs of the 
company. For instance, if an act is authorised by the articles or memorandum, an 
outsider is entitled to assume that all the detailed formalities for doing that  act have 
been observed. 
The doctrine of Indoor Management is important to persons dealing with a company 
through its directors or other persons. They are entitled to assume that the acts of 
the directors or other officers of the company are validly performed, if they are 
within the scope of their apparent authority.  So long as an act is valid under the 
articles, if done in a particular manner, an outsider dealing with the company is 
entitled to  assume that  it has been done in the manner required. 
In the given question, Mr. X has made payment to Mr. Z and he (Mr. Z) gave to 
receipt of the same to Mr. X. Thus, it will be rightful on part of Mr. X to assume that 
Mr. Z was also authorised to receive money on behalf of the company. Hence, Mr. X 
will be free from liability for payment of goods purchased from M/s ABC Limited, as 
he has paid amount due to an employee of the company. 
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Answer: 

(b) A retiring partner continues to be liable to third party for acts of the firm after his 
retirement until public notice of his retirement has been given either by himself or by 
any other partner. But the retired partner will not be liable to any third party if the 
latter deals with the firm without knowing that the former was partner. 
Also, if the partnership is at will, the partner by giving notice in writing to all the 
other partners of his intention to retire will be deemed to be relieved as a partner 
without giving a public notice to this effect. 
Also, as per section 28 of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932, where a man holds 
himself out as a partner, or allows others to do it, he is then stopped from denying 
the character he has assumed and upon the faith of which creditors may be 
presumed to have acted. 
In the light of the provisions of the Act and facts of the case, Mr. P is also liable to 
Mr. X. 

 

Answer: 
(c) Misrepresentation: According to Section 18 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, 

misrepresentation is present: 

1. When a person positively asserts that a fact is true when his information does 
not warrant it to be so, though he believes it to be true. 

2. When there is any breach of duty by a person, which brings an advantage to 
the person committing it by misleading another to his prejudice. 

3. When a party causes, however, innocently, the other party to the agreement 

to make a mistake as to the substance of the thing which is the subject of the 
agreement. 

The aggrieved party, in case of misrepresentation by the other party, can avoid or 

rescind the contract [Section 19, Indian Contract Act, 1872]. The aggrieved party 
loses the right to rescind the contract if he, after becoming aware of the 
misrepresentation, takes a benefit under the contract or in some way affirms it. 

Accordingly in the given case, Suraj could not rescind the contract, as his acceptance 
to the offer of Sohan to bear 40% of the cost of repairs impliedly amounts to final 
acceptance of the sale [Long v. Lloyd, (1958)]. 

 

Answer 6:  

(a) Subsequent or Supervening impossibility (Becomes impossible after entering into 
contract): When performance of promise become impossible or illegal by occurrence 
of an unexpected event or a change of circumstances beyond the contemplation of 
parties, the contract becomes void e.g. change in law etc. 
Also, according to section 65 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, when an agreement is 
discovered to be void or when a contract becomes void, any person who has received  
any advantage under such agreement or contract is bound to restore it, or to make 
compensation for it to the person from whom he received it. 
In the given question,  after Mr. X and Mr. Y have entered into the contract to supply 
50 tons of sugar, the event of flood occurred which made it impossible to deliver the 
sugar within the stipulated time. Thus, the promise in question became void.  
Further,  Mr. X has to pay back the amount of Rs. 50,000 that he received from Mr. 
Y as an advance for the supply of sugar within the stipulated time. Hence, the 
contention of Mr. Y is correct. 
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Answer: 

(b) The problem is related with the communication and time of acceptance and its 
revocation. As per Section 4 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, the communication of 
an acceptance is complete as against the acceptor when it comes to the 
knowledge of the proposer. 

 An acceptance may be revoked at any time before the communication of the 
acceptance is complete as against the acceptor, but not afterwards. 
Referring to the above provisions: 
(a) Yes, the revocation of acceptance by Ramanathan (the acceptor) is valid. 
(b) If Ramaswami opens the telegram first (and this would be normally so in case 

of a rational person) and reads it, the acceptance stands revoked. If he opens 
the letter first and reads it, revocation of acceptance is not possible as the 
contract has already been concluded. 

 
Answer: 

(c) Meaning of Undue Influence: Section 16 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, states 
that a contract is said to be induced by undue influence where the relations 
subsisting between the parties are such that the parties are in a position to dominate 
the will of the other and used that position to obtain an unfair advantage over the 
other. 
A person is deemed to be in that position: 
(a) where he holds real or apparent authority over the other or stands in a 

fiduciary relation to him; 
(b) where he makes a contract with a person whose mental capacity is 

temporarily or permanently affected by reason of old age, illness or mental or 
bodily distress. 

(c) where a man who is in position to dominate the will of the other enters into 
contract with him and the transaction appears to be unconscionable, the 
burden of proving that it is fair, is on him, who is in such a position. 

In the given problem, A applies to the banker for a loan at a time when there is 
stringency in the money market. The banker declines to make the loan except at an 
unusually high rate of interest. A accepts the loan on these terms. This is a 
transaction in the ordinary course of business, and the contract is not induced by 
undue influence. As between parties on an equal footing, the court will not hold a 
bargain to be unconscionable merely on the ground of high interest. Only where the 
lender is in a position to dominate the will of the borrower, the relief is granted on 
the ground of undue influence. But this is not the situation in this problem, and 
therefore, there is no undue influence. 
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PAPER : BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORTING 
 

The Question Paper comprises of 5 questions of 10 marks each.  
Question No. 7 is compulsory. Out of questions 8 to 11, attempt any three. 

 

 

SECTION-B : BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORTING (40 MARKS) 
 

Answer 7:  

(a)  Gender barriers- Men and women communicate differently. The reason for this lies in 
the wiring of a man‟s and woman‟s brains. Men talk in a linear, logical and 
compartmentalized manner whereas the women use both logic and emotion, and are 
more verbose. This may be the cause of communication problem in an office where 
both men and women work side by side. 
Men can be held guilty of providing insufficient information, while women may be 
blamed for providing too much detail. Gender bias is another factor in 
communication barriers. Due to traditional mindsets, many men find it difficult to 
take orders from, or provide information to women. 

 

Answer:  
(b)  (i) Rohit wrote a story on the wall.  
  (ii) Ravi Sang a Song.  

(iii) What did you eat for breakfast?   
 

Answer: 
(c)    Answer Sheet 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5 
(D) (B) (C) (A) (D) 

 

Answer 8: 
(a) Language endangerment is an alarming situation worldwide. Language teachers 

should be well trained linguistically and language documentation should be 
encouraged by state authorities. Similarly, linguists, language activists, and language 
policy makers have a long-term task to compile and disseminate the most effective 
and viable mechanisms for sustaining and revitalizing the endangered languages. 

 

Answer: 

(b) The Characteristics of Effective Communication: 
 Communication for humans is akin to breathing. From the first cry of the baby to the 

last breath of a person, communication is an essential part of life. However, good 
communication is an art that has be developed and honed. Effective communicators 
practice every aspect of the skill frequently. 

 It is a fact that our everyday communication is often marred by confusion, 
misunderstandings, misconceptions, partial understanding and obscurity. Thus, 
several aspects must keep in mind while interacting with others for our 
communication to convey the intended message. 
1. Clear: Any spoken or written communication should state the purpose of 

message clearly. The language should be simple. Sentences ought to be short 
as the core message is lost in long, convoluted sentences. Each idea or point 
must be explained in a separate bulleted points or paragraphs. Make it easy 
for the reader to grasp the intent of the communiqué. 

2. Concise: Brevity is the essence of business communication. No one has the 
time to read long drawn out essays. Besides, the core content is lost in 
elaborate details. Avoid using too many irrelevant words or adjectives, for 
example, „you see‟, „I mean to say‟, etc. Ensure that there are no repetitions. 
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3. Concrete: The content of your communiqué should be tangible. Base it on 
facts and figures. Abstract ideas and thoughts are liable to misinterpretation. 
Make sure that there is just sufficient detail to support your case/ argument 
and bring focus to the main message 

4. Coherent: Coherence in writing and speech refers to the logical bridge 
between words, sentences, and paragraphs. Main ideas and meaning can be 
difficult for the reader to follow if the writer jumps from one idea to another 
and uses contradictory words to express himself. The key to coherence is 
sequentially organized and logically presented information which is easily 
understood. All content under the topic should be relevant, interconnected 
and present information in a flow. 

5. Complete: A complete communication conveys all facts and information 
required by the recipient. It keeps in mind the receiver‟s intellect and attitude 
and conveys the message accordingly. A complete communication helps in 
building the company‟s reputation, aids in better decision making as all 
relevant and required information is available with the receiver. 

6. Courteous: Courtesy implies that the sender is polite, considerate, 
respectful, open and honest with the receiver. The sender of the message 
takes into consideration the viewpoints and feelings of the receiver of the 
message. Make sure nothing offensive or with hidden negative tone is 
included. 

7. Listening for Understanding: We are bombarded by noise and sound in all 
our waking hours. We „hear‟ conversations, news, gossip and many other 
forms of speech all the time. However, most of it is not listened to carefully 
and therefore, not understood, partially understood or misunderstood. A good 
listener does not only  listen  to  the spoken words, but observes carefully the 
nonverbal cues to understand the complete message. He absorbs the given 
information, processes it, understands its context and meaning and to form 
an accurate, reasoned, intelligent response. 

 The listener has to be objective, practical and in control of his emotions. Often 
the understanding of a listener is coloured by his own emotions, judgments, 
opinions, and reactions to what is being said. While listening for 
understanding, we focus on the individual and his agenda. A perceptive 
listener is able to satisfy a customer and suggest solutions as per the needs 
of the client 

8. Focus and Attention: Everyday work environment has multiple activities 
going on simultaneously. The ringing of the phone, an incoming email, or a 
number of tasks requiring your attention, anxiety related to work, emotional 
distress etc. can distract you. Such distractions are detrimental to the 
communication process with an individual or a group of people. You may 
overlook or completely miss important points or cues in the interaction. Thus, 
keeping your focus and attention during the  communiqué  is imperative for 
effective communication. 

9. Emotional Awareness and Control: “Human behavior is not under the sole 
control of emotion or deliberation but results from the interaction of these two 
processes,” Loewenstein said. 

 However, emotions play a major role in our interactions with other people. 
They are a powerful force that affect our perception of reality regardless of 
how hard we try to be unbiased. In fact, intense emotions can undermine a 
person‟s capacity for rational decision-making, even when the individual is 
aware of the need to make careful decisions. 
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Consequently, emotional awareness is a necessary element of good 
communication. While interacting with another person or a group, it is 
important to understand the emotions you and he/ she/ they are bringing to 
the discussion. Managing your own and others emotions and communicating 
keeping in mind the emotional state of others helps in smooth interaction and 
breakdown of the communication process. 

 

Answer: 

(c) Direct to Indirect Speech. 

 1. He said that he had passed the examination 

 2. The judge commanded them to call the second witness 

 

Answer 9: 
(a) Date: July 09, 2019 
 Venue: Conference Hall, 2nd Floor,  

 Meeting Started at 02:00 PM 

 In attendance: Mr. Ram Swaminathan, Head, Sales and Marketing, Mr. Prabhu Das, 
Product Head, Product lead, four members of the sales team. 

 Mr. Ram Swaminathan, Head of Sales and Marketing informed the agenda of the 
meeting i.e., the sales decline in the product. 

 Ms. Reena Mathur, Sales lead gave a detailed analysis of the sales figures for the one 
year. 

 Her team including Mr. A. Mr. B, Ms. C, Ms. D elaborated on the market trend target 
customers and their needs. 

 Mr. Prabhu Das, Product Head expressed concern over the matter, discussed a few 
changes in the sales strategy. 

 All the participants contented to the concerns raised and decided to submit their 
reports. 

 The Head of Sales and Marketing proposed a vote of thanks and declared the next 
meeting to discuss reports to be held on August 02, 2019. 

 ATR to be submitted by July 26, 2019 to the Head Sales and Marketing. 
 

Answer: 

(b) Chain of Command: The communication pattern that follows the chain of command 
from the senior to the junior is called the chain network. Communication starts at the 
top, like from a CEO, and works its way down to the different levels of employees. It 
involves a lot of organizational hierarchy. 

 Drawbacks: The chain network often takes up time, and communication may not be 

clear. It creates a lot of miscommunication as the message travels a long path. 

 

Answer: 

(c) Synonyms 

 (1) Option b 

 (2) Option e 

 

 

Answer 10: 
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(a) Hints: 

 • Causes of health issues: a crisp list 
 • Office work 
 • Lifestyle 
 • Eating habits 
 • Growing economy 
 • Money splurge 
 • Effects: direct effects 
 • Diseases 
 • Physical health issues 
 • Strain on eyes 
 • Young deaths 
 

Answer: 
(b) Based on Communication channels, there are three kinds of categories: 

• Verbal: Verbal communication involves the use of words and language in 
delivering the intended message 

• Non Verbal: Nonverbal communication is the process of communicating by 
sending and receiving wordless messages. These messages can aid verbal 
communication, convey thoughts and feelings contrary to the spoken words 
or express ideas and emotions on their own. 

• Visual: Visual communication through visual aids such as signs, typography, 
drawing, graphic design, illustration, colour and other electronic resources 
usually reinforces written communication. Visuals like graphs, pie charts and 
other diagrammatic presentations convey clearly and concisely a great deal of 
information. They are an essential part of official presentations these days. 

 

Answer: 

(c) Fill in the blanks: 

 (1) Option c 

 (2) Option b 

 

Answer 11: 

(a) XYZ Electronics New Delhi. 

 Date: 20th Dec, 2018 

 Manager, Customer Care XYZ Electronics 

 New Delhi. 

 Dear Sir/Ma‟am 

 Sub: Complaint regarding the printer model CanXR 0987, Invoice No: Prin/CanXR/6 -

12- 2018. 

 This is regarding the printer that I bought on Dec 6, 2018. After installation, it 
worked fine for a few days. But lately every time a print command is given, it paper 
gets stuck and the scanning/photocopying option is not working at all. Please send 
your executive to examine the problem and rectify it at the earliest or get it 
replaced. I had bought the equipment to take print-outs at home for an urgent 
project work submission. 

 I request you to look into the problem urgently and send the expert tomorrow 
evening by 7PM. You can send the name and mobile number of the executive at my 
number XXXXXXXXXX. Looking forward to a prompt response. 

(Any ten points 

Each 1/2 M) 

{1 M} 

{1 M} 

{1 M} 

{Each 1 M} 

{1 M} 

{2 M} 

{1 M} 
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 (Signed)  

 ABC 

 

Answer: 

(b) Vertical Network and Wheel & Spoke Network 

Vertical Network Wheel and Spoke Network 

A formal network. It is usually 
between a higher ranking employee 
and a subordinate. 

A network with a single controlling authority 
who gives instructions and orders to all 
employees working under him/her. 

A two way communication happens Two way communication happens but useful 
only in small organizations. 

 

Answer: 
(c) Passive to Active 

 (1) The school authorities declared the results 

 (2) You must complete the test in one hour. 
 
 

 

 

 

 

__**__ 

{11/2 M} 

{1 M} 

{11/2 M} 

{Each 1 M} 


